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Dear community,

we are looking back on an exciting year 2022 at Geneva Macro Labs. Thank you for
following us online, coming to our events in person and engaging with us about
sustainability, blockchain, green Cnance and nature. Find some highlights below or
visit our websitewebsite.
 
We wish you wonderful holidays and a happy new year and we are counting on you for
an equally exciting 2023!

Your Geneva Macro Labs Board

Upcoming Winter 2022/23Upcoming Winter 2022/23

Keep your eyes open for another Geneva Macro Labs Solutions Paper! We are working
on our next publication that will detail the results of the Valuing Natural Capital
Conference in September, ensuring that the impact-based solutions developed at the
conference become best practice. This is what our more recent Solution PaperSolution Paper
looks like and below you can Cnd more information on our topic of the year, Valuing
Natural Capital!

Autumn 2022Autumn 2022

Our Valuing Natural Capital ConferenceOur Valuing Natural Capital Conference

“We were delighted to have panelists and speakers from the private sector, academia,
the public sector and research institutions on board for this solution-oriented event”,
says organiser Marianne Schörling. The VNC conference focused on nature-based
solutions for carbon sinks with key note speakers from OECD and IMF and in-depth
panel discussions. For an overview check out the conference websitewebsite. We can't thank
ServiceNow enough for their support, as well as Harvard University's Economic
Department, UNITAR, ILO and UNCDF for their partnership. This is just the Crst step,
stay tuned!

The Valuing Natural Capital Training inThe Valuing Natural Capital Training in
collaboration with UNITAR collaboration with UNITAR 

We were delighted to be working with UNITAR for the two-day training session
following the conference! The hybrid event took place in the WTO building in Geneva
and world-wide via the Tech Platform EUTECH. The training was guided by speakers
from di_erent sectors and institutions on four topics: Natural Capital and its
governance mechanisms, Tokenisation, Innovative Finance and Creating triple wins.
“It was a big learning curve for me that I hope to continue in the future", says one of
the participants. We couldn't wish for more!

 Our articles published in UN Today Our articles published in UN Today

We like to share our views and we are glad that in 2022, four articles have been
published by UN Today on our core topics. Read up on the “Future of Work”,Future of Work”, ““BackBack
to the Obce - or better not”to the Obce - or better not”, ““The Transition to a Green EconomyThe Transition to a Green Economy”” or ““Let'sLet's
Value Natural CapitaValue Natural Capitall”. We are very grateful to UN Today for the opportunity to
publish with them!

Summer 2022 Summer 2022 

 Relaunch: After Work Events in Geneva  Relaunch: After Work Events in Geneva 

“After Work Events were the beginning of Geneva Macro Labs”, says Renate Günther,
organiser of the After Work Event, “and Cnally we have been able to resume them in
2022.” We met every last Wednesday of the month and had an amazing number of
speakers giving us insights into their approaches to sustainability: from Global Risk
ProCle, Genève Lab, Quantis and WEF. You can already register register for the next one on
January 25, 2022, 18:30. We cannot wait to meet you - again or for the Crst time!

Is ArtiCcial Intelligence fair? Is ArtiCcial Intelligence fair? 
Our Opinion Piece Series on AIOur Opinion Piece Series on AI

In our Opinion Piece Series, we work with members from our community to publish
di_erent perspectives on ArtiCcial Intelligence, Digitalization and other future-
oriented topics. This year, we published Cve pieces on ArtiCcial Intelligence andArtiCcial Intelligence and
public healthpublic health,, Adressing bias in algorithms Adressing bias in algorithms, , AI as gatekeepers to economicAI as gatekeepers to economic
opportunitiesopportunities, , Digital communicatioDigital communication and n and AI and human trabckingAI and human trabcking. . A big
thank you to our writers Tala Dowlatshahi, Ayomide Owoyemi, Debra Gore-Mann,
Louis Meunier, Aurora Martin and Shontaye Abegaz, your expertise is highly
appreciated!

Relaunch: New logo and new websiteRelaunch: New logo and new website

In June, we decided it was time for a change and designed a new logo and a new
website for Geneva Macro Labs. Finally, we have all Opinion Pieces, Solution and
Discussion Papers, and our Event archive in one place.  

Spring 2022Spring 2022

Save your data:  Save your data:  
Geneva impACTs Innovation Cycle 2022Geneva impACTs Innovation Cycle 2022

Our innovation cycle 2022 focused on Digital Privacy. After a design thinking process
involving di_erent steps and stages, the focus groups with participants from across
di_erent sectors and countries developed three projects addressing the issue of data
and digital privacy. This time, we were particularly glad to work with students from
the UNIGE - the student project, an online educational game, won the Cnal award!
After two years of open innovation, this will have been the last cycle for now - read
the latest news on Geneva impACTs herehere. 

Gemlabs stands in solidarity with UkraineGemlabs stands in solidarity with Ukraine

When the Crst refugees from Ukraine arrived in March 2022, Gemlabs, like many
others, collected goods to be sent to Ukraine and started a crowdfunding campaign to
help the Ukrainian community in Geneva. As the year comes to an end, our heart still
goes out to those a_ected by the war.
 

The Future of Work:The Future of Work:
A Gemlabs Solution Paper on AIA Gemlabs Solution Paper on AI

February saw the publication of our most recent Solution Paper. It emerged from the
conference on “AI and the future of work” that we organised in 2021 where we
discussed opportunities and challenges of artiCcial intelligence for the Future of
Work. This Solutions PaperSolutions Paper is a summary of the discussions and presents the key
solutions identiCed by our participants. Its urgency has even increased throughout
the year with the phasing out of the pandemic raising the question of how to return to
the obce!

Co-Creating Innovation: Co-Creating Innovation: 
A Gemlabs Solution Paper published byA Gemlabs Solution Paper published by

Springer Springer 

How can sustainable innovation be galvanized and supported to successfully meet
the challenges of today? Under which conditions are innovative initiatives likely to
thrive and result in the development of market-Ct solutions to address sustainability
challenges? The paper “Co-creating innovation for sustainability”,“Co-creating innovation for sustainability”, published by
Springer, was a collaborate e_ort by the team members and participants of the Crst
innovation cycle in 2021 and o_ers valuable insights into Geneva Macro Labs'
approach to sustainability-based innovation. 
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